
Oblique Type Corrugated Machine 

 

We are engaged in offering the best quality Oblique Type Corrugated Box Machines. These are 

machines with high capacity of production with much efficiency. We offer these with the rolls 

mounted over the roller bearings for the smooth and long term services effectively and 

efficiently. 

 

Corrugated Machine Vertical Type 

 

We Monu Graphics, manufacture and offer Corrugated Cardboard Machine that is prepared 

from top- notch quality materials and are assembled with perfection. At company leading prices 

we provide corrugated paper machine, corrugated board machine and corrugated carton 

machine. From us, you can have corrugated paper machine in the sizes of 32", 42", 45", 52" 

and 62"etc . Speed of this nicely designed tool ranges between 50- 80 and come in the sizes of 



76" and 80”. Optimum quality motor is installed within the device that generates required power 

that is ideal for operation. Call us and place your order for this equipment. 

 

Sheet Pasting Machine 

 

The Sheet Pasting Machine provide by us are made from high quality of raw material which 

ensure durability at its user end. These Sheet Pasting Machines are acclaimed by large number of 

customer. These products are available in market at affordable rates. Our Sheet pasting machine 

is meant for gluing the fluted side of two ply board to make corrugated board of different piles. 

 

4 Bar Rotary Machine 

 

We Monu Graphics, manufacture 4 Bar Rotary Machine (Creasing and Cutting) under strict 

rules and regulations assembling optimum quality spare parts. In the sizes of 65”, 75”, 85” and 

95” you can buy both 4 Bar Rotary Creasing Machine and 4-Bar Rotary Cutting Machine 

that produce optimum performance at the time of work. These machines require less power and 

operate at the speed of 300ft/ min. If you want to have stylishly designed four bar rotary 



machine and that too, at competitive rates, then you can find it from us. So, call us any time and 

place your order concerning your needs and requisites. 

Eccentric Slotter Machine 

 
Creaser Slotter Slitter, Rotary Slotter, Corrugated Box and Machine Eccentric Slotter are 

demanded highly by many industrialists in order to accomplish various tasks. We also 

manufacture Eccentric Slotter machines in the sizes of 65”, 75”, 85” and 95 and in the weights 

of 1600 kgs, 2100 kgs, 2300 kgs and 2500 kgs respectively. These are actually heavy duty 

devices used for punching slots and stitching edges of corrugated sheets. These recently 

launched tools required less H. P, but give desired output at the time of usage. If you want to buy 

them in bulk, then place your order and get desired product at competitive rates. 

DOUBLE COLOUR FLEXO PRINTING MACHINE 

 

This is our highly efficient sheet printing machine we offer both board printing and sheet printing too. 



 

Box Stitching Machine 

 

The box stitching machine we offer are mostly suitable to stitch card board & corrugated boxes. 

Available in angular & straight models, the working parts of the machine are made from best 

quality material that help it work with precision accuracy. This Machine Is Used For Last And 

Final Operation In Box Making. Parts Are Standardized And Interchangeable. Machine Is 

Capable Of Continous Running At High Speed. 

Die Punching Machine 

 

We are into offering Die Punching Machine that is creasing and cutting machine and a special 

equipment for creasing and cutting ordinary cardboard corrugated bored plastic and leather in 



general applicable to printing packaging decoration and plastic industries Die Punching Machine 

is characterized by compact structure, fine workmanship, big pressure, high precision and easy 

and reliable operation, etc 

 

Rotary Die Cutting Machine 

 

Our organization , Monu Graphics , manufacture optimal quality Rotary Die Cutting 

Machine, Rotary Die Cutting Equipment¸ Paper Die Cutting Equipment and Paper Die 

Cutting Machine. It is because of our Rotary Die Cutting tool that we have acquired 

irreplaceable place in the industry. Efficient motors are installed within the device whose speed 

ranges between 20- 80 p. You can have this object in semi- automatic and automatic kinds. The 

machine is die cutting using a cylindrical die on a revolving press. Call us and place your order 

for this highly advanced equipment. Instant delivery of purchased good is assured. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Flexo Ink Corrugated Paperboard Printing Crasing

 

Flexo Ink Corrugated Paperboard Printing Crasing & Cutting Machine 

 Carrying paper unit ado pts get-to gether.chain type to carry 

 paper by hand. 

 Each machine unit adopts moving by electricity pneumatic 

 lock tight 

 It adopts the planet type gear structure The phase 

 adjustment is fast and precisely Clockwise and anti- 

 clockwise 360° phase adjustment while revolving and 

 pausing 

 Each space adjustment can be displayed digitally on the 

 scale panel It can be adjusted by hand. 

 Rubber rollers voluntary rolling equipment to prevent water 

 ink drying, when stopping 

 Adjust helical gear transmission All the gears are made 

 from high frequency quenching 

 Gears lubrication's are adjusted sprinkled circulation It can 

 minimize noise and increase gears' using life At the same 

 time it can also improve the precision of the process 

 printing 

 Setting  up electric counter 1 can control rightly paperboard 

 printing numbers 

 Adjusting pneumatic dividing pump for voluntarily 

 circulating water ink 

 1 can be set up with paper pressing line equipment 



 

Computerized Flexo Printer Slotter 

 

Carton Stripper Machine 

 

 Carton Stripper Machine 

 High speed rotating studded chain strips the sheets exterior trim. 

 Cover protect device prevents damage to the sheets and arrange the sheets in regular. 

 Ensure the safety for operator as well. 

 Apply pneumatic motor to drives the chain  with high speed to substitute for the manual. 

 Removed the stack of 400  sheets high in one second, performing  instant stripping 

 Lower the personal expense and time waste substantially. Ensure the carton quality and  

stability. 

 Durable chain design with high hardness, strength and  toughness. 

 Portable  design economize on labor expend and easy to operate. 
 

 

 

 

Semi Automatic Folder With Auto Bundlers 



 

Semi Automatic Folder with Auto Bundlers:- 

Model MG- 580B MG -880B MG -1200B 

Maximum speed 240(m/min) 240(m/min) 240(m/min) 

Sheet applicable 
Card board corrugated 

paper 

Card board corrugated 

paper 

Card board corrugated 

paper 

Pasting method Pasting by two side Pasting by two side Pasting by two side 

Automatic 

counting 

Randomly choose qty 

0-9999 pcs 

Randomly choose qty 0-

9999 pcs 

Randomly choose qty 0-

9999 pcs 

Electric power 

single phase 
220v 3kw 220v 3kw 220v 3kw  

Max paper in 

size 
350mm 580mm 1050mm 

Min paper size 70mm 90mm 180mm 

Max finished 

products in size 
170mm 320mm 500mm 

Min finished 

products in size  
30mm 40mm 80mm 

Longest paper 500mm 800mm 1200mm 

Shortest paper 50mm 50mm 80mm 

Min pasting side 6mm 6mm 10mm 

Overall 

dimension 
5800x800x1300mm 6800x1100x1300mm 9000x1500x1600mm 

Weight of 

machine 
2000kg 2000kg 35000kg  

FEATURES 

 There are four functions for the casting construction 

 Operation and adjustment are characterized by fasting speed. 

 High-speed production, sound stability (it is not easy to produce waste products) 

 The machine is difficult to become deformed 



 The machine is characterized by less troubles, lower noise and long services life. 

 

Multi-functional Auto Feeder Machine 

 
Multi-functional Auto Feeder Machine 

Paper transport machine is aim at cardboard box 

factow original chain the cardboard box which send 

paper printing model a machine can’t continuous 

the large quantity quantity produce development 

produce of continuous lose a paper equipments. 

 

 The canon size regulate adoption silk a pole to adjust organization one person 

operation simple quick. 

Convenience adjustable code paper set,betterly the orientation be various 

carton and send paper stability accurate 

Spread to move stalk adoption wood grain Gun increment with lose paper 

Ieather Pelt of rub assurance the carton transport smooth high speed. 

This machine tooI has an electromagnetism clutch to separate to make to move 

organization. 

This machine electric appliances adoption PLC auto procedure controI. 

Automation degree GAO. 

Change the Pin machine ddve electricaI engineering and the realization adjust 

soon an operation stability 

 

Automatic 5 Ply Corrugation Plant 



  

MG-1600 5Layer Corrugated Carton Production Line Price List 

No. Machine name Qty Remarks 

1 Mill roll stand 5 
Full hydraulic control, pneumatic control brake, Cog-

type top paper chuck 

2 
Railing and 

track 
10 Include railing and track. 

3 
Pre-heater   

(Facer paper) 
2 Diameter 900mm,electric adjust wrapping angle 

4 Single facer 2 

Corrugating roll diameter 320mm, adopt 48CrMo alloy 

steel, Sizing agencies can remove, convenient 

maintenance 

5 Pre-conditioner 2 Diameter 900mm 

6 

Double layer 

bridge 

conveyer 

1 Frequency adjust wind adsorption, electric correct error 

7 
Triplex pre-

heater 
1 Diameter 900mm, electric adjust wrapping angle 

8 
Gluing 

machine 
1 

Gluing roll diameter 318mm, main bearing adopt 

imported NSK brand 

9 Double facer 1 

Heating plants 600mm×15set, surface do treated and 

chromed, pneumatic tension, hydraulic lift-down, include 

cotton belt 

10 Main drive 1 
Independent reducer box, gimbal driving. Corrugating 

roll diameter 768mm 

11 
Thin blade 

slitter scorer 
1 4 blade 6 score 

12 
NC cutting 

machine 
1 

Adopt imported servo driver, paper cutting precision 

1mm when the speed average 

13 Stacker 1 Wide belt transmission cardboard 

14 Glue making 1 Include main pot 1 set, carrier pot 1 set, and storage pot 



system 2set, include glue station pump, single facer glue pump 

and gluing machine glue pump. Circle supply glue, 

pipeline provided by customer 

15 
Pneumatic 

system 
1 

Include steam-water separator and gas storage pot, 

pipeline and air-compressor supply by customer. 

16 Electric system 1 
Whole line main motor frequency adjust speed, electrical 

adopt ABB or SCHNEIDER brand 

3 Ply Corrugated Cardboard Machine 

 

 Design speed: 150m/min 

 Economic speed: 120m/min 

 Expiry width: 1600mm 

 Length of production line: (base on the groundsill drawing) 

 Note: 

 The paper which test the speed of production line according to the request, as follows 

 *Reel–paper grade not less than B. 

 *The moisture rate of reel paper: 11%±1% 

 *Face paper: 140-180g/m
2
 

 *Liner Paper: 90-127g/m
2
 

 *Corrugated paper: 90-127g/m
2
 

 Flute: B.C optional (as per the clients’ request) 

 6. Voltage and Current frequency: 380V, 50Hz   three-phase four-wire system 

 Equipment direction: Left or right transmission will be according to client’s request. 

  

 

 

 

 



Partition Slotter 

 

 

 

 MG automatic rotary cellular machine is suitable for making                    

 The cellular board in the packing cartons of liquors 

 Beverages, medicines, fruits, electrical appliances and 

 Glass vessels, etc. it can be also used to make simple 

 And small sized paper box. It is the ideal equipment for 

 The carton factories to produce in large-scale all kinds of 

 Cellular boards of all types of dimensions and to make 

 Simple and small sized cassette paper box 

 Specifications 

 

 Min. slotting size: 45mm  

Slotting width: 3-5mm 

Speed: 120times/min 

 

 Paperboard size: Max. 800X420MM Min.100X90MM 

 



Speeding Semi- Auto Sticher 

 

We Monu Graphics are offering our clients a qualitative range of Speeding Semi- Auto 

Sticher, which is procured from the best manufacturers. It is known in the international market 

for efficient functioning and power saving features. Available at competitive prices. Speeding 

Semi- Auto Sticher save electricity and make it practical. The machine will automatically stop 

and be in standby state when you don't operate it. 

 

Semi Folder Gluer Machine 

 

Semi Folder Gluer Machine 

Features: 

·One minute quick order change. 

·Easy operation, unnecessary for training. 



·Carton gluer min size 240
 
mm 

Specification 

Max. size(L + W) X 2mm 2800 

Min. size(L + W) X 2mm 340 

Max. size(W + H) X 2mm 1515 

Min. size(W + H) X 2mm 240 

High of feeder 900mm 

Power 4Kw 

Weight 2300kgs 

Speed 60m/min 

  

---the electric spare parts use SIEMENS and OMRON, to keeping long life use and running 

stable. 

---main motor and glue head import from Taiwan, 

---use more strong material on the machine, so the weight of machine heavy more 300kg. 

 
 
 
 
BENEFITS AFTER JOINING WITH US  
1. Exceptional Return On Investment  

2. Proven Track Record with Similar Organizations.  

3. Fast Implementation – No Special Training Or Certification Required  

4. Guaranteed Support And Co-ordination From Our Organization  

5. High Quality assurance  

7. Low Electriity consumption, less time, high range of productivity with less LABOUR.  
 
All at MONU GRAPHICS are completely committed to dramatically increasing the productivity result in your 
company by providing our guaranteed services.  
Waiting for your Valuable Response 


